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Although the BN/KL region is one of the
most a tive star forming sites in the solar
vi inity, its true nature is still poorly understood. Due to the large foreground extin tion, high-resolution IR studies are needed
to obtain some hint on the lo ation and nature of the energy sour e(s) of the region. In
this paper we present a new high-resolution
10 m image of the BN/KL region obtained
on UKIRT in di ra tion limited onditions.

During a proje t aimed to the mapping of the entire Orion Nebula in the N lter, we have obtained
the image presented in Fig. 1. This is a omposition
of several frames taken with the MPIA mid-IR amera MAX (Robberto and Herbst 1998) in O t 1997
and Nov 1998. To re over the e e ts of hopping in
a rowded eld, we used an algorithm developed by
our team (Bertero, Bo a i and Robberto, 2000).
Our image shows the BN/KL region with unpre edented resolution and sensitivity at this wavelength.
The most intriguing sour e of the nebula is the
IR 2 region whi h, in Fig. 1, shows an extended emission with a roughly triangular shape. A ounting
for the larger di ra tion limit at 10 m, one an
re ognize the three sour es (IR 2 A, B and D) previously observed in the near-IR (Chelli et al. 1984,
Dougados et al. 1993). The bright, unresolved sour e
 200 S of IR 7 orresponds to sour e \n" of Lonsdale (1982) and to the radio sour e \L" of Menten
and Reid (1995).
IR 2 has been onsidered for many years as the
main luminosity sour e of the BN/KL region. Reently, Gezari et al. (1998) obtained a luminosity of
only about 10 L , and therefore questioned the ontribution of IR 2 to the total luminosity of the omplex. However, the olor temperatures of extended
and barely resolved sour es behind large amounts of
extin tion must be regarded with great aution, beause the olor dependen e of the extin tion may
easily a e t the lling fa tors at di erent wavelengths. While we resolve the sour es IR 2 A, B,
C and D, the radio sour e I (Chur hwell et al. 1987)
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Fig. 1. 10 m image of the BN/KL nebula. North is up,
East to the left.

remains invisible at 10 m. A hypothesis is that
sour e I is the real high luminosity sour e, embedded
at the enter of an elongated ridge. The IR 2 omplex ould therefore be the result of density u tuations at the edge of the ridge rather than real point
sour es. In fa t, we may be observing a thi k irumstellar toroid in whi h the northern side fa es the
observer. To prove this hypothesis we have re ently
olle ted a number of narrow band images that we
shall dis uss elsewhere.
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